The evolution of GRADE (part 3): A framework built on science or faith?
The Grades of Recommendation, Assessment, Development, and Evaluation (GRADE) framework has undergone several modifications since it was first presented as a method for developing clinical practice recommendations. In the previous two articles of this series, we showed that absent, in the first three versions of GRADE, is a justification (theoretical and/or empirical) for why the presented criteria for determining the quality of evidence and the components for determining the strength of a recommendation were included (and others not included) in the framework. Furthermore, it was often not clear how to operationalize and integrate the criteria/components when using the framework. In part 3 of this series, we examine the literature since version 3 to see if the GRADE working group has provided an overall justification scheme for GRADE or clear instruction on how to operationalize and integrate the criteria/components in the framework. Narrative review. GRADE has undergone further modification since the last version was presented. In the recent literature, we see additional shifts in terminology (eg, "quality of evidence" is now "certainty of evidence"), clarification on the construct of certainty of evidence, continued emphasis on "transparency" and new emphasis on "trustworthiness," the addition of health equity as a component for determining strength of a recommendation, and the development of the Evidence to Decision frameworks. However, these modifications have done little to improve the justification scheme that sustains GRADE or clarify how to operationalize the criteria/components. If we desire that our clinical recommendations be based on scientific teaching rather than faith-based preaching, then the GRADE framework should be justified theoretically and/or empirically. Until such time that the working group provides a theoretical justification that the use of the GRADE framework should produce valid recommendations, and/or empirical evidence to support that it does, enthusiasm for the framework should be tempered.